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Photosynthesis and CO2-soil respiration
interaction with atmospheric dynamics

Relevance of the subject (1st part)
Why do we need to model/observe
interactively photosynthesis, CO2 soil
respiration and atmospheric dynamics
at different spatial/temporal scales?

20 km
1-2 km

Setting up common ground and definitions
Necessary due to the multi-scale and
pluri-disciplinary character
WA G E N I N G E N U N I VE R S I T Y
ME TE O RO L OGY A N D A I R Q U A L I TY

Jordi Vilà

Energy budget in the atmosphere

Benefits of the interactive approach
(2nd part)
Are boundary layer clouds favored or
suppressed in warmer and CO2 richatmospheres?
Looking ahead
Gaps of knowledge in atmospheric physics
and biogeochemical processes
EF =

Evapotrans piration
ET
=
Evapotrans piration + Thermals ET + SH

4
Trenbert (2009)

Decomposition into the contributing fluxes

Annual evaporation (2003-2007)

mm
(Miralles et al., 2011)

mm

(Miralles et al., 2011)
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Global modelling with dynamic vegetation
(Cox et al, 2000)
Active
vegetation

Fix vegetation

Let’s become more concrete:
Where are we?
Definitions on scales and aggregation
levels.

Neglects
induced-CO2
climate change

Where does it take place the research?
The atmospheric boundary layer coupled
to surface processes (canopy, soil)

Aggregation level and multi-scales
Low

High

Cell
Tissue
Organ
Leaf
Plant

Atmospheric
scales

Small

The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL)
Free
Atmosphere
Atmospheric
boundary layer
Surface

Daily/Local
Canopy
Seasonal/Regional
Vegetation
Yearly/Global Large
10

Level of knowledge/description

Gaps knowledge/challenges

Physical laws

Spatial scale transitions

Good level of understanding/representation
Convective layers: clear and cloudy
Stable boundary layers: three regimes

Surface/canopy/atmosphere
Heterogeneous surfaces
Role of large atmospheric scales
Temporal transitions
Morning/afternoon
Clear/cloudy
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Plant Physiology/ Soil dynamics

Heat/moisture transport
CO2 soil respiration

Level of knowledge

Soil Respiration

Plant Physiology

Exchange H2O-CO2
Photosynthesis
Stoma conductivity

BL-dynamics

Jacobs & de Bruin 1997,
Ronda et al., 2001
Jacobs et al., 2007

Limiting factors

Principal of optimization: maximum CO2
uptake and minimal loss water
Mechanistic description based on highly
experimentally empirical expressions
Large variation among vegetation/soil types

(Jacobs et al., 2007)

Extending the atmosphere-land interaction
feedback loop (van Heerwaarden et al. 2009)

Mathematically formulating the interaction:
evapotranspiration

ρc
dqsat
( Rn − G ) + p (qsat (T ) − q)
dT
ra
LE =
dqsat c p  rs 
+ 1 + 
dT
Lv  ra 
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Are boundary layer clouds
favored or suppressed
in warmer and CO2 rich –atmospheres?

Clouds are rooted to
boundary layer dynamics
and therefore to surface processes
ABL

van Stratum (2011)

Understanding positive and negative
feedbacks between atmosphere and
plant physiology
Are boundary layer clouds
favored or suppressed
in warmer and CO2 rich atmospheres?

Positive effects on clouds
Warmer and moister
ABL
Atmosphere has higher
capacity in taking water vapor
More evaporation
EF -> 1

SH

Enhancement hydrological
cycle

LE

Negative effects on clouds

Positive and negative in the vegetation-cloud system
(Vilà et al., 2012)

CO2-rich atmospheres
Stoma
closes
Enhancement
stomatal
resistance

Less evaporation
EF -> 0

EF =

LE
LE + SH
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Boundary layer cloud formation
coupled to surface and BL-development

DTR

DCR

Soil-water-atmosphere-plant model
(daily scale)

Strong diurnal
variability in
temperature, moisture,
CO2

Including CO2

Model representation
Simultaneous solving
atmospheric dynamics
and biological processes
at the surface

Same model principle
as employed by David Pino

Activating the CO2-H2O exchange

Vegetation dynamics (stomatal resistance) (P)

Interacting the heat, moisture and
carbon dioxide cycles

- Depending on photosynthetically active radiation

-Atmosphere: mixed-layer model

- Carbon dioxide (in the plant, leaf and atmosphere)

-Surface: energy balance model

- Depending on water vapor deficit and
temperature stress

-Soil: temperature & moisture eqs.

- Soil moisture stress

-Vegetation: plant physiology
-Soil respiration CO2

Carbon soil respiration (R)

- Up-scaling from leaf to canopy level (big leaf
approach).
Jacobs & de Bruin 1997,
Ronda et al., 2001
Jacobs et al., 2007

Total CO2-flux at the surface

-Depending on atmosphere or skin temperature
-Soil moisture
- Wind/Turbulence (?)

Plant Sciences
Carbon
in the
atmosphere

Fc = - P + R
Soil Sciences
Budget CO2 in the atmosphere

∂CO2 1
= (Fc − Fce ) − ADVco 2
∂t
h
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Availability of experimental data to
validate the soil-water-plant-atmosphere
model

Need to have simultaneous measurements
of atmospheric conditions and carbon
dioxide (concentration and means)

θ
CO2

200 m

θ

140 m

CO2

120 m

θ

80 m

CO2

60 m

θ

40 m

θ & CO2

θ

CO2: 350-750 ppm
Temperature: 275-295 K

256
experiments

(w’θ’)
(w’c’)

100 m

(w’θ’)
(w’c’)

60 m

(w’θ’)
(w’c’)

20 m
10 m

5m

(w’θ’)
(w’c’)

CABAUW
213 m tower
Flat terrain
Grass
Clay

Surface Energy
Mean θ, q, U
Fluxes
ABL-height

Daily evolution carbon cycle

Diurnal evolution thermodynamics

Exploring the response of the
soil-water-atmosphere-plant system
wide range of conditions

180 m

Evaporation
is boosted

Evaporative fraction in the
T-CO2 parameter space (13 UTC)

EF =

LE
LE + SH

Will BL-clouds be favoured/suppressed?

Evaporation decreases

6

Diurnal temperature range

temperature
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Proxy BL-cloud formation LCL-h
DTR

PS =

Photosynthesis
Soilrespiration

Soil respiration
increase

PS dashed line

temperature

Sunrise Midday

BL-clouds form => LCL-h < 0

time

To think about it:
DCR
Sunrise Midday

time

Integrated conceptual modelling approach
offer us multiple openings on research
We are moving away from an optimal regime to
form BL-clouds => impact hydrological cycle
Uptake by plants can be partially offset by
CO2 stimulation of soil respiration
at warmer temperatures => impact NEE

Photosynthesis is enhanced

Looking ahead

Looking ahead

Are the current plant physiology model
accurate enough?

Do we understand the most relevant and
dominant coupling?

- Nitrogen limitation
- Response to soil moisture
- Evolution of the roughness length/Leaf
Area index
-...

- Drier soils enhance precipitation

ρc p
ra

- Role of O3 and precursors in damaging
vegetation
- ...

Similar for soils
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